2019 Across the Bay and Back
Cruise Report
9/16/2019-9/18/2019
Cruise Captains: Edward Buckholz and Donna Lange
September 16, 2019
After sailing or motoring to Trippe Creek, sailing vessels Dee Gee V, Elusive, Mistral, Capricorn and Gambrinus anchored
and then dinked over to the DeeGeeV for cocktail hour. There was a light breeze and temperature of 85 to 90 (a little warm)
Tasty apps and great conversation were had by all. We especially enjoyed catching up on the adventures of Elusive and their
trip to Maine.

Sunset Trippe Creek

Sunset Cruise-Peter & Jennifer

September 17, 2019
After a restful night, and waking to cooler temperatures with a variable NE wind, morning call was commenced at 0800
hours by Captain Edward Buckholz. The weather was reviewed and it was agreed that we would sail to Harrington Harbour
South as planned. The Gambrinus left to sail to their home port to await the arrival of a grandchild.
After a pleasant sail, all four boats arrived at Harrington Harbour South at approximately 3PM and accomplished uneventful
dockings! At 17:30 hours, all participating CSSM sailors gathered at the marina's beautiful shady picnic area alongside the
marina channel. It was a much cooler day and everyone participated in a picnic of hamburgers and hotdogs (cooked by Chef
Ed) as well as delicious side dishes and blondies for dessert. As usual there was good conversation and camaraderie. After
the picnic, several people explored the marina grounds and walking path.

Chef Ed

September 18, 2019
We woke to another pleasant day with mild temperatures and a fair wind. Captain Buckholz gave his morning report of up
to date weather and conditions to all CSSM sailors gathered on the dock. Even though conditions were ideal, the crew of the
DeGeeV had to cut the cruise short for unexpected personal reasons. Elusive, Mistral and Capricorn also decided to return
to home port.
All vessels reported the sail “Back Across the Bay” was pleasant and uneventful.
Boat Nights
Dee Gee V
Elusive
Capricorn
Mistral
Grabrinus
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